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-- Unitary chiral approach to meson meson interaction
-- Meson-meson and meson-vector meson interaction with charmed mesons
-- Open and hidden charm scalar resonances
-- Open and hidden charm axial vector resonances
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15 plet of SU(4)
Pseudoscalar meson – Pseudoscalar
meson interaction



SU(4) generalization

Meson Meson chiral Lagrangian in SU(3)





Terms considered
by Kolomeitsev et al
and Chiang et al.

Crossed terms considered
by us, they involve exchange
of heavy vectors and are suppressed
by the large mass of charmed vectors.



Experimental situation of scalar mesons



Predicted here not yet
observed

Also predicted by Kolomeitsev
and Chiang, but with very
narrow width.

The use of different
f_pi and f_D is responsible
in large part for the large
widths.



Results for the couplings to channels



Axial vector mesons with charm and hidden charm

D. Gamermann, E. O,  Eur. Phys. J. A.
Interaction of pseudoscalar
mesons with vector mesons



The terms involving the exchange of charmed vectors are suppressed by the ratios
of masses squared, as in the case of the interaction of pseudoscalar mesons.

This sector also studied by Kolomeitsev et al
and Chiang et al., exchanging only light vectors mesons



This kernel projected over s-wave and used as kernel
In the Bethe Salpeter equation.



RESULTS

Results in brackets
When considering
finite width of ρ and
K* mesons

Hidden charm predicted
states. They are nearly
degenerate but with
opposite C-parity.

K.Terasaki, 07
also advocates for two
different C-parity states



Argument in favour of the two C-parity hidden charm axial vectors

x

Three pions seen in an ω state
Total C-parity positive

Strength seen for the two pions in the sigma region
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Exp. reported
by BELLE as
evidence of new
state X(2875)





Conclusions
• The chiral unitary approach, combining chiral dynamics with the unitarity in coupled

channels, has proved very efficient describing the interaction of hadrons and the
generation of some resonances.

• Some scalar mesons with open and hidden charm are generated dynamically. Some
correspond to known states and others are  predictions for new ones.

• Some axial vector resonances with charm and hidden charm are predicted. Some
correspond to known states and othersare predictions for new ones. 

• The sectors with hidden charm and with no charmed mesons barely couple.

• Two hidden charm states X(3872) states are found with different C-parity.

• Experimental data needed to test the new states predicted


